
   

Nicobar Group Model of Success:  
China Market Intelligence & Strategic Support  

The Customer  

CLIENT is a major player in the power generation industry with a wide array of business units covering 
equipment manufacturing and engineering services for the worldwide nuclear energy market. CLIENT has 
a long history of providing major components into the Chinese market. CLIENT has a local China team, but 
these staff resources consist primarily of sales and after-sales support personnel. CLIENT’s reputation as 
a high-quality manufacturer and the Chinese industry’s commitment to build multiple nuclear reactors in 
the coming years that would use CLIENT’s equipment had led CLIENT to believe their market position in 
China to be relatively secure. In recent months, however, a series of unanticipated occurrences indicated 
that CLIENT’s intelligence regarding changes in local market conditions was not as complete as it should 
be. 

The Challenge 

In recent years, internal organizational changes combined with cycling out of key local industry contacts 
lead to a loss of many of CLIENT’s closer relationships with key local industry stakeholders. With the loss 
of these relationships, CLIENT had lost the vital channels for market intelligence that previously allowed 
them to keep up with impending industry shifts, understand their relevance, and course correct 
accordingly on their strategy.  

Illustrating this problem perfectly, CLIENT received two unpleasant 
wakeup calls indicating that their market position was not as 
secure as previously thought. First, CLIENT discovered that some 
Chinese nuclear project owners were changing reactor designs to 
one which didn’t call for CLIENT’s equipment. Second, major 
contract was awarded to a competitor for a project CLIENT had not 
even been aware was entering the procurement phase. These two 
red flags prompted CLIENT’s realization that their in-country 
resources and infrastructure had not granted them sufficient insight into key market developments. 
CLIENT had gone from feeling like they were well in control of their market situation to feeling like they 
were flying blind.  

The Objective 

CLIENT determined they needed a market intelligence & strategic reset to help reorient their market 
approach. CLIENT wanted the ability to intelligently engage the market in anticipation of when and where 
the next project procurement opportunities would arise. In order to assess their current standing in the 
Chinese market and determine if it was possible and how to make up for lost ground, CLIENT needed to 
validate & sharpen existing market intelligence, while deepening their depth of clarity on several key areas 
in their market segment, including: causal factors behind the red flag events, China’s decision-making 
mechanisms for new builds,  future project timing, the reactor design selection, activities of their local 
activities, and shifts in the procurement factors for their major focus customers.  

Connecting to Nicobar 

CLIENT was aware of Nicobar’s status as the market leader for business strategies and consulting on the 
Chinese nuclear industry. They reached out to Nicobar through pre-existing relationship to inquire how 
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Nicobar could support them in these areas. With such a long history of doing business in China, and with 
China a large target for internal resource allocation, CLIENT’s vetting process for Nicobar was necessarily 
very comprehensive. Based on their specific needs, we worked closely with CLIENT on a rigorous scoping 
effort that emphasized a staged engagement and performance-based hold points for the intelligence 
effort. This approach gave CLIENT confidence that we understood their needs, and that the resulting 
deliverables would provide true actionable value. 

Our Approach 

We believed that a key first step to improving CLIENT’s market intelligence capabilities was to review all 
their existing market information to establish a mutual foundation of existing intelligence. Our effort 
began, therefore, with a comprehensive review of all existing client market intel along with a market brief 
on the Chinese nuclear commercial landscape. This Stage I assessment would help us to reach a conclusion 
on how best to focus Nicobar’s long-term market intelligence efforts on CLIENT’s behalf.  

The Stage I resulted in a refined and more accurate picture of CLIENT’s 
market size and opportunities, and we were able to dispel certain 
errors in CLIENT’s existing market intelligence. Moving forward, 
Nicobar was empowered to gather information at both the macro- 
and micro- levels for topics relevant to CLIENT’s business, including 
inquiries into the top-level decision-making processes as well as 
specific deep dives on their competitors and prospective customers.  

Implementation  

For long-term implementation through Stage II and into a later Stage III, Nicobar began to serve as a 
market analysis-focused extension of CLIENT’s team. We developed a mechanism to account for and 
include both real-time relay of emerging information on projects and companies of interest, as well as 
periodic deliverables presenting detailed topical briefs on macro and micro level trends chosen in advance 
as a content plan. This ensured our raw data would be refined into concise points of analysis and clear-
cut strategy recommendations. Stage II was focused on a large deliverable report focusing on customers 
& competitors, while Stage III saw the focus shifting to monthly intelligence reporting on specific topics of 
special interest. We set up internal monitoring channels to capture and process data while consulting our 
industry contacts for first-hand insider knowledge. Specific topical focuses for the China nuclear market 
have included:  

• NPP Approval Process Roadmap 
• Government Funded Localization 

Programs 
• NPP EPC Landscape & Models 

 

• Single Competitor Threat Evaluation 
• Customer Prioritization & Internal 

Stakeholder Identification 
• Procurement Process Diagrams & 

Stakeholder Decision-Making Flows 

Results 

CLIENT has gained a significantly more comprehensive view of the Chinese market, the key stakeholders 
and their motivations. They’ve come to understand that the hurdles they face in doing business within 
their market segment are significant, but recognize their chances are much better with their newly gained 
ability to anticipate procurement cycles for near term projects. They are also armed with a roadmap for 
engaging key commercial & technical stakeholders. At the time of writing, CLIENT continues to rely on 
Nicobar Group for ongoing market intelligence and market development execution support. 
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